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Stolpersteine  
 
We have 17 definite requests to lay Stolpersteine and a fairly definite commitment from 
Gunter Demnig to lay them in August 2015.  Heinz Vogel is collating and co-ordinating all 
the information and the Salomonovič family are, as always, checking on the local sites to 
ensure they are suitable for laying a Stein.  Dr Sladovnik is very kindly helping with all the 
administrative and practical matters with the City and national authorities.  We are very 
grateful to all of them. 
 
 

Trip to Ostrava  11 or 18th October 2015 

 
We are planning the trip to Ostrava in October, after Yom Tov, when we will be able to see 
all the Stolpersteine in place as well as visiting the sights of Ostrava.   The outline plan for 
the trip is given in the Appendix.  Please let David or Monica know if you are interested in 
the trip which will go ahead only if we have enough support.   
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The Story of Ostrava and its Jewish Community 

Our magnum opus or Velké Dílo is progressing.  David spent a week in Prague and 
Ostrava, meeting the other authors and doing some work in the Ostrava Archive.  The 
early history of Ostrava and of the foundation of the community are now clearer and 
better documented than they have been and we have been able to make a better 
estimate of the size of the Jewish community.  The Jewish population of Greater 
Ostrava before the War was about 8,000 which is rather fewer than we had originally 
thought. 
 
Now the writing will focus on the story of the Ostravaks, which is rather more exciting 
than the basic history. 
 
We are very grateful to everyone who has donated towards the costs of the research 
and translation.  Without their help, the work would not have progressed as it has. 
 
 

Evelyn Friedlander Retires  
 
Evelyn Friedlander, who has been the Director, Presiding genius and Guardian Angel of 
the Memorial Scrolls Trust for many years, retired in January.  She has been a constant 
support and help for us and we all wish her a long and happy retirement.  Her daughter, 
Ariel, continues the family involvement as she has been appointed Administrator of the 
Trust. 
 
New Trustees have been appointed, with Jeffrey Ohrenstein as their Chairman and we 
look forward to working with him and Ariel.   
 
 

Memorial Scrolls Trust 
 
Jeffrey has very kindly written a short note for us about the Trust and the plans of the 
new Trustees. 
 

THE MEMORIAL SCROLLS TRUST 

 

Jews had lived in Bohemia and Moravia for more than a thousand years, and over 

that time a rich Jewish culture had developed. Following the Nazi invasion in 

1939, historical congregations were closed down and their synagogues destroyed 

or deserted. 

 

According to the 1930 census, there were 117,551 Jews in Bohemia and Moravia 

(356,830 in all of Czechoslovakia). Today, the population of the Czech Republic 

is ten million, including 4,000 Jews. It is estimated that in the Holocaust 80,000 

Jewish lives were lost.   

 

In 1942, some of Prague’s Jewish community persuaded the Nazis to allow more 

than 10,000 artefacts to be brought to the Prague Jewish Museum, including about 

1,800 Torah scrolls.  After the war, they were transferred to the ruined synagogue 

at Michle outside Prague where they remained until they came to London.   
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In 1963 Eric Estorick, a London art dealer, was offered the 1,564 Scrolls of the 

Law, stored by the Museum.  Through the generosity of Ralph Yablon, the scrolls 

were bought and transported to the Westminster Synagogue, from where they 

were sent out to synagogues and organizations across the world.  The full story of 

how the scrolls came to London can be found in the book Out of the Midst of the 

Fire by Philippa Bernard. 

 

The current Trustees, David Goldberg, Jeffrey Ohrenstein, Sarah Derriey and 

Shelley Laddie were appointed this year. In addition to continuing the work of the 

previous trustees, we have already updated the Terms & Conditions of loans to 

ensure communities not only care for their scrolls, but also undertake 

remembrance services and promote education projects, thereby honouring those 

that perished. We are also planning other projects: 

1. Digitalising over 50 years of records. Not only do we need to preserve 

the information, but this will make research much easier. 

2. Developing and improving the website.  We wish to make the website a 

repository of information about the scrolls, the towns they came 

from, the Jews that lived in those towns and what happened to them.  

We also wish to include information about the communities scrolls 

are on loan to and the services, activities and projects undertaken. 

3. Intra-faith work. All Jews regardless of whether they are orthodox or 

progressive share their love for Sifrei Torah. It is important to 

remind ourselves what we have in common rather than what divides 

us. Our scrolls can be found in all section of the community. 

4. Czech Scrolls Museum. We intend to promote this unique Museum 

which houses some 200 scrolls and over 400 binders in order that it 

receives an increasing number of visitors. 

 

The MST invites all those interested in our work to contact the trust directly. 

 

Jeffrey Ohrenstein 

Trustee (Chairman) 

 
During a recent visit to Manchester David went to see the Jewish Museum, which has a 
Czech sefer torah on display.  David introduced Alexandra Grime, the Curator, to the 
MST so she was able, with their help, to update the description of the scroll. 
 
 

70 Years ago in Ostrava 
 
Ostrava was liberated by the Red Army on 30th April 1945 and on 8th May the war in 
Europe ended.  Those Jews who remained or returned to Ostrava then had to try to 

rebuild their lives.  Libuše Salomonovičová has written a short article for the 

community about it and Radan has translated it for us. 
 

The World War II ended 70 years ago. 

Very soon after the war ended, precisely 10th of May 1945 the Jewish 

provisional committee opened an office on Boleslava Pecky street No. 15, 

which was shortly moved to Mlýnská street No. 5. 

http://www.memorialscrollstrust.org/product/bernard-philippa-out-of-the-midst-of-the-fire/
http://www.memorialscrollstrust.org/product/bernard-philippa-out-of-the-midst-of-the-fire/
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The general assembly of Jews who returned from Holocaust was summoned on 

the 1st of July 1945 where the prevocational committee of the Jewish 

Community of Ostrava was unanimously elected. The members were Julius 

Schöngut, chairman, members Jindřich Barber, Jan Mayer, Max Borger, 

Hermína Kriegrová, Dr. Edvard Taskier, Dr.Pavel Bellak, Dr. Hynek Schild. As 

a secretary they elected Dr. Hoida.  

Regular election of the board was planned after repatriation was finished and 

demobilisation of the Czechoslovak battalions in all armies was completed.  

After the War the Jewish community consisted of a small group of Jews which 

were not deported due to mixed marriages, Holocaust survivors, those who 

returned from exile, veterans from Czechoslovak battalions in armies and 

refugees from Carpathian Ruthenia. 

The community had a very different age and social structure in comparison with 

pre-war times. In a new situation the community organization had to take care 

about many old or ill people, who were once upon a time relatively rich families 

and now had few or no relatives and as far as possession had literally nothing. 

The Holocaust survivors coming back to Ostrava in May 1945 were just in 

shabby, poor concentration dress and so the community announced in newspaper 

many charity collections of clothing, shoes and money. 

After return of Jewish officials from abroad, the Board of Jewish Communities 

of Bohemian and Moravian land (Rada židovských náboženských obcí v zemi 

České a Moravské) was created. The head of this board was Ing. Arnošt Frischer 

(before the War he was a house builder in Moravská Ostrava). The board started 

a re-build of various Jewish societies and religious associations. 

One of the main problems for religious life was the absence of synagogues, 

because all of them were burned down by the Nazis. The religious services were 

held in provisory conditions, first in the restaurant U slunce in Fifejdy, later in 

the Polish House. They planned to build a new synagogue in Žerotínová Street, 

but after the political changes in 1948 and a strong emigration wave to western 

countries and to Israel the plans were cancelled. Till 1951 the Jewish community 

transferred practically all properties to the state. Due to very small Jewish 

population in neighbouring regions, the smaller communities were 

administratively united with the community of Ostrava. It was 20th of September 

1946 when the regions of Bílovec, Frenštát, Frýdek, Fulnek, Místek, 

Klimkovice, Nový Jičín, Příbor and Slezská Ostrava were affiliated to the 

Ostrava organization. Later on, in 1952, also the communities of Orlová, Opava, 

Krnov, Bohumín and Český Těšín were incorporated. The population of Jews in 

Ostrava and surroundings and its development in time is difficult to estimate. 

The numbers of emigrants are also unknown.  

The first regular elections were done in Ostrava 21st of September 1947. Since 

1st of November 1949 a new law about Church and religious organizations was 

implemented and this law changed financial resourcing and administration of 

those organizations. The district National Committees became supreme local 

authorities and they established an administrative secretary for those 

organizations.  
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Julius Schöngut  
Chairman of the 
Temporary 
Committee of the 
Jewish 
Community of 
Ostrava 

Ing. Arnošt Frischer 
Chairman of the 
Federation of 
Jewish 
Communities 

Invitation for the first 
commemoration ceremony 
dedicated to Holocaust 
victims in 1946. 
 

 

 

News of Ostravaks 

 

Arnošt Rusek 

 

We are sorry to announce the death of Arnošt Rusek in January.  At his funeral there 

was a short eulogy (translated from the Czech): 

... Arnošt’s life was too short. But there was no intention to live for ever. The plan of the Nazis was for 

him  never to be born. But he was born; lived by his children and grandchildren. He had a good life. 

He was a good man. 

 

Marcel Vonokur 

 

Marcel died in November 2014. 

 

 

Max Winter 
 
We have more information about Max Winter who is the first Ostravak we have found 
who was involved professionally in boxing.  This comes from a newspaper article: 
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Max Winter was born in Ostrava in 1904.  He immigrated to Minneapolis, 

Minnesota in the United States in 1914 with his mother, Bertha, joining Max’s 

brothers, Harry and Henry and his father, Jacob.  After graduating from high 

school and attending college at Hamline University in St. Paul, Max partnered 

with Ernie Fliegel to promote boxing matches.  In 1932 Max and Ernie opened the 

620 Club restaurant in downtown Minneapolis. Max’s brother, Henry, joined 

them to help manage the restaurant.  The restaurant specialized in turkey and was 

a popular spot for over 35 years.  It closed in the late 1960’s.  In 1947 Max 

became part owner and general manager of the Minneapolis Lakers professional 

basketball team.  The Minneapolis Lakers were very successful and won six 

championships.  Max left as general manager of the Lakers in 1954.   A few years 

later the team moved to Los Angeles to become the Los Angeles Lakers.  In 1960 

Max helped bring professional football (American style) to Minnesota.  The team 

was named the Minnesota Vikings.  Max was part owner.  From 1965 to 1987 

Max was team president.  Max died in 1996.  The headquarters and training 

facility for the team was named Winter Park in honor of Max.   Max married 

Helen Horowitz in 1940.  They have three daughters, Susan, Nancy and Diane. 

Rona M Fields 

Rona has provided more information about her family.  Please contact Monica 
or David if you have any more information about Rona’s family. 

My paternal Grandmother, Emma (Miriam) Traubmann Katz emigrated from 

Ostrava when she was 11 yrs old.  Her father who had, I believe 12 children from 

two marriages and her mother and step mother are buried in the Jewish cemetery in 

Ostrava. Her mother's maiden name was Krieger.   

 

 I've made several trips to Ostrava following her deathbed "orders" to me to find out 

what happened to the many members of her family in the Holocaust. She died in 

Chicago in 1953.  Her father and several of her brothers held licenses for breweries 

and inns in Ostrava and also property in Brno.  I was at the re-dedication of the 

Jewish cemetery in Ostrava when Havel and the then Israeli Prime Minister spoke in 

re-dedication. I was also there and a participant presenting a paper on the family at 

the first Nisko conference. One of my grandmother's brothers, Leon and her nephew 

Erwin were among the two thousand Jewish men and boys selected for the first 

Eichmann directed train to Nisko.  

 

I am a clinical and neural psychologist presently living in Washington, DC and an 

active member of Tifereth Israel Congregation (United Synagogue). In addition to 

having been a Professor, I've written a number of books and can be more extensively 

described in my web site, www.drronamfields.org 

 

One of the few survivors of my grandmother's family had, with his wife and son, 

Arnošt (changed to Ernesto) got refuge in Chile just before Jews were transported to 

Nisko and Theresienstadt. He was Sigmund Traubmann and his son joined the RAF 

Czech Battalion and flew bombing raids over Ostrave.   When he was discharged 

from the RAF in Buenos Aires, he returned to Chile and joined the young 

Communist Party. He rose in the party and became Deputy Minister of Mines under 

Allende and was murdered-tortured to death by an army officer within the week 

http://www.drronamfields.org/
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following to Pinochet coup. His body parts have not been recovered. His son, Denis 

presently lives in Chile and his daughter, Lili and her daughter Tamara live in Israel 

having fled there for refuge after her father was murdered and her brother was 

already serving in the IDF.  

 

Some of the Traubmann family were transported to Theresienstadt and their names 

and further transports are listed in the very large volumes of that camps records 

Eva White  

Eva has sent some photographs of her 
family, 
Including this one of her grandmother, 
Hermine: 
 

Hermína Thalerová née Schaufeldová 

(14/11/1890-*22/09/1942) is seated on the left 

with, I believe, relatives of my great-

grandmother Berta Schaufeldová née 

Rauchberg[er]ová.  The photograph was given 

to my mother Markéta White née Thalerová 

(01/02/1917-23/04/2005) by her relative Artur 

Radvanský (24/11/1921-01/11/2009).  

Photographer: H Pauk, Vítkovice; printer: Max 

Siegfied, M. Ostrava 

 

Libuše has discovered more information 

about the family, as you would expect! 
 

Schaufeld Samuel lived in Ostrava-Zábřeh, Palackého street No.222 since 1890. He was a 

teacher of Jewish religion. 

His children: 

1. Mořic Leo – was a factory director in Ústí n.L, after occupation of Sudetenland his 

family lived in Prague. He and his son Viktor Dr.Ing. (chemist) were deported from 

Prague to Terezín and further on.  After the war his wife declared the husband and son as 

dead.  

2. Karel was single, salesman. Deported to Nisko, and after his return he was deported by 

first transport from Ostrava to Terezín. 

3. Hermína married Thalerová, lived already before the war in Prague, in Krakovská street.  

Children  Leopold and Markus were arrested, deported to CC in Sosnowiec, 

Poland, from where they escaped and lived in illegality till 1941. Than they 

were arrested again and sent to labor camp of Hlinka´s guards (in Slovakia) 

where they built a road in the mountains. Daughters’ fate we do not know.  

4. Emil was single, physician, before the war lived in Přerov 
5. Julius was sales representative, lived in Vítkovice, Lassalova street No. 27. His first 

marriage with Zdeňka Neumannová was divorced in Plzeň.  

6. Evžen – the family lived in Prostějov  

7. Charlotta – the family lived in Prague  

8. Pavla – the family lived in Vsetín region, place called Halenkov  
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Great-uncle Karel Schaufeld in 1909 I am not sure if this is a photograph of my 

great-uncle Emil, Julius or Evžen 

 
If you can add any information, please contact Monica or David 
 
Jane Nevezie 
 
Jane (see the previous Newsletter, #38) still hopes to hear from some Ostravaks 
who knew her family in Ostrava.  Meanwhile, she invites any of our readers who 
fancy a trip to Oz to visit her. 
 
Otto Winecki and a fascinating book 
Otto has sent us some information about what appears to be a fascinating book 

about Tešin: 

 
In December 2013 was published a monumental work (album) about the Jewish 

life in the Slask Cieszynski (Cieszyn Silesia) including both parts of it – the Czech 

and Polish. It is in Czech and Polish languages. The album contains hundreds of, 

sometimes unique, photographs and documents and I’m sure some of the 

Londoner Ostravaks would love to have a look at it. I believe some of them still 

master this languages. Yesterday I got an email from Prof. Janusz Spyra (the 

author) with informations who is the distributor of the said book which I would 

like to pass to you and suggest to pass it on in the next Bulletin. Simple use the 

GOOGLE under the title:  ZTRACENY SVET ZIDU NA TESINSKEM 

SLEZSKU or UTRACONY SWIAT ZYDOW NA SLASKU CIESZYNSKIM. It 

cost zl 95.(equals ca $ 35.-) plus postage. The book can perhaps be also ordered at 

ALLEGRO. 

 
Jan Grulewski 
 
Jan recently discovered us on the web and wrote to us: 
 

My grandparents and, at times my mother, lived at numbers 20 and 21 Masarykovo 

Namesti, Ostrava.  My grandfather, Dr Bernard Grulewski (né Grünzweig) practised 

from there as a medical doctor, specialising in lung problems, and certainly he lived 

there with his wife, Amalia Grulewska and my mother, Marysia Grulewska.  My 

mother was born in 1911, and between 13 and 18 (1924 and 1929) she was in a 
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(Catholic) convent school in Jaroslaw, East of Cracow, near the border.  From how 

she talked I used to think that most of her young life was spent in Cracow but, since 

starting to research her life (since her death) it’s clear that she was only in Cracow 

for about a year – the family moved to Ostrava in 1912.  

  

After finishing school she went to Oxford University; the story was that her mother, 

always far-sighted, saw the way Germany was going and wanted her daughter 

somewhere safe. Anyway, she met my father - a Rhodes Scholar from Malta - there 

and married him in 1933. They lived in the UK until he got his doctorate, after which 

they returned to Malta, where I was born in the war. 

 

Remarkably, Hana Slome who now lives in Israel, lived in the same building as the 
Grulewskis in Ostrava and she and Jan are now in touch with each other! 

  
Dr Bernard Grulewski Amalia Grulewská 

 
If anyone remembers the family or has other information, please contact Monica or 
David 

 

More Ostravaks? 
 

There may be still more “undiscovered” Ostravaks out there and we are 
delighted when they get in touch with us.  Please let us know if you know of 
anyone from Ostrava who is not on our circulation list. 
 
 

Chazanut Help requested  
 
David Prager, a member of the Kingston Ostrava Group is a keen collector of 
chazanut and has come across an old record (78 rpm!) of Oberkantor Eisik Rupp. 
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The only information David could find about him was a Yad Vashem database page 
noting an Aizik Rup as Cantor in Moravská Ostrava, born in 1912.  His wife was 
Chana Gershon.  But we have never heard of him!  Does anyone have any memories 
or knowledge of this cantorial wonder?  Please contact Monica or David 

 
“The Wild East –Ostrava and its Migrants” and other talks. 
 
On Monday 6th January, David gave his talk in Prague “The Wild East – Ostrava 
and its migrants”.  It was well received by an audience of about 15 people who 
had braved a Prague Monday evening to attend, except for serious criticism being 
made for his mispronunciation of “Hynek”. 
 
He gave the same talk to the Whetstone branch of The Association of Jewish 
Refugees and will give it again on 3rd June to the Weybridge branch of JACS.  You 
are all invited. 
 
David has also been invited to give a short talk “Jews in Ostrava: Archive of a 
Virtual Community” on 31st March to a workshop in Prague: 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

British Jewish Artists and the Crucifixion 
 
Rev. Andrew Williams, the Chaplain of Kingston University, is studying representations 
of the Crucifixion made by British Jewish artists.  We have been able to put him in 
touch with Glenn Sujo who has been able to help.  If anyone has any relevant 
information or ideas, please contact David or Monica. 
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Verba Wetzler Memorial 
 

 

A Virtual Monument to Vrba and Wetzler Inaugurated 
Each year, a march lasting several days following in the footsteps of two escapees from 
Auschwitz, will commemorate their heroism and the need to stand up against evil today.  
International Christian Embassy Jerusalem (ICEJ) 

www.vrbawetzler.eu 
PRAGUE-LONDON, 26 January 2015 – On the occasion of the 70th anniversary of the 
liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination camp, a virtual monument has been 
erected to commemorate the heroic act of Rudolf Vrba and Alfred Wetzler, who escaped 
from the death factory in order to tell the world and try (in vain) to save the lives of 
hundreds of thousands of fellow Jews. Films, documents and essays at 
www.vrbawetzler.eu will become a lasting memory to their act, inviting  the young 
generation in particular to contemplate their legacy and stand up against evil today.  
The organizers chose London for the global launch of the project, not the least because 
Gerta Vrba, the wife of Rudolf, lives in London. She will be a guest of honour, together 
with another of Rudolf’s contemporaries, Tomas Radil, at a presentation organized jointly 
by the Czech and Slovak Embassies  on 2 February at 6.30 pm. 
“Our primary motivation is action,” says Fedor Gál, former Slovak dissident and the 
initiator of the project organized in co-operation with many international partners by the 
Czech Branch of the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem (ICEJ). An annual march 
of several days along the escape route Vrba and Wetzler took from Auschwitz to Zilina, 
Slovakia, will form the tangible component of the project. En route the participants will 
study historic documents, read, talk, meditate and contemplate their own engagement 
against evil within and without. Once in Zilina, an international conference, organized with 
the support of the Claims Conference, will be held on: “Uncovering the Shoah: Resistance 
of Jews and Efforts to Inform the World of Genocide”. Current issues, threats and 
opportunities will also be discussed.  
Vrba and Wetzler compiled a detailed report known as The Auschwitz Protocols. They 
approached world leaders with their message, attempting to stop the horrific murder of 
innocent people. In particular they wanted to help Hungarian Jews who at that time had 
still not become part of “The  Final Solution”.  In spite of their efforts, within a few weeks of 
the compilation of the Protocols, over 470,000 Hungarian Jews were deported to 
Auschwitz, where 80% perished. 
“Their story and its message should be commemorated in our time as we witness a 
dangerous escalation of hatred and prejudice again”, explains Mojmir Kallus, the project 

http://www.vrbawetzler.eu/
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manager. “This is why there will also be an educational component designed to present 
this part of history in a way which is attractive to  young audiences.”  
“And, last but not least, we want to show by this concrete example that if one does not 
resist evil, one opens the door to it. Auschwitz is a memento and people like Rudolf Vrba 
and Alfred Wetzler are models of human behaviour in extreme situations. Theirs was the 
behaviour of fighters who did not accept the role of passive victims,” concludes Fedor Gál.   
Contacts: 
Fedor Gál: fedor@gplusg.cz , Mojmír Kallus: mojmir.kallus@ecn.cz  
Slovak Embassy, Barbora Posluch: barbora.posluch@mzv.sk  

 
A Stradivarius and the Foundation of the Israel Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 
 
Ron Frank sent this video which is not related to Ostrava but which is a wonderful 
heartwarming way of spending a very interesting hour: 
 http://roymandel.co.il/video/86412100  Strongly recommended. 
 

 
Happy Pesach, Happy Easter 
 
All of us here in Ostravak Central wish you all a Happy and Peaceful Pesach and 
Easter 

 
 
 
 

David Lawson 
29 Malcolm Drive 
SURBITON 
Surrey 
KT6 6QS 
UK 
Tel: + 44 (0)20 8390 8142 
Email: lawsonassoc@btinternet.com  

 

Monica Popper 

 28 Exeter Court, 
Maple Road,  

SURBITON,  
Surrey.  

KT6 4AX.  
Tel: +44 (0)207 998 8863 
Email: monsonn@talktalk.net 

http://roymandel.co.il/video/86412100
mailto:lawsonassoc@btinternet.com
mailto:monsonn@talktalk.net
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Appendix 
 

Trip to Ostrava OCTOBER 2015 

Planned date: Start Sunday 11th October or, probably 18th October 
Direct flights from London are from Stanstead and are at 
inconvenient times and not every day. 
We will probably fly from Heathrow via Prague or Vienna. 
We will arrange transfers from the airport to the hotel 
Probably spend 4 nights, 3 days in Ostrava 

Hotel The Mamaison (Imperial).  This is in the centre of Ostrava, a 
very nice 4 star hotel and the best in Ostrava.   
We will book on bed and breakfast basis. 

Reception One evening we will organise a reception in the hotel for all of 
us with all of our Ostrava contacts who have helped and 
been involved with the Ostrava project. 

Possible 
activities 

1. View the Stolpersteine and walking tour of central 
Ostrava.  Coach tour to see Greater Ostrava and the 
memorials to the Jews deported to Nisko and other 
camps, Jewish community, etc. 

2. New Town Hall – visit the tower (fabulous view) 
3. Guided tour of the Vítkovice Steelworks site, now a 

museum, concert hall, gallery etc.  
http://www.dolnioblastvitkovice.cz/default/index/index/l
ang/en/site/56  

4. Visit to the Opera (the Ostrava Opera is excellent) 
5. Visit Michalkovice Mining Museum - http://www.dul-

michal.cz/history/ 
6. Day trip into the Beskydy Mountains 
7. Day trip to Auschwitz 
8. Private trip to visit sites of particular interest to your 

family 
Return  We will arrange the transfer from the hotel to the airport and 

fly via Prague or Vienna, probably on Thursday 15th October. 
Possible 
Extension 

We could spend an extra few days in Prague or Vienna.  In 
Prague we could organise: 

1. Guided tour of the Jewish Museum (half day) 
2. Day trip to Theresienstadt 

Food Please note that Kosher food is NOT available in Ostrava but 
we can arrange kosher meals from Prague or Vienna. 
You can bring frozen kosher food with you (the Imperial will 
store it in their freezer and microwave it in sealed containers 
as needed.  There are good Kosher restaurants in Prague 
(and probably in Vienna)  

Cost We guess that 3 days/4 nights in Ostrava plus flights, 
transfers, Reception and some trips will cost £750-£1000 per 
person. 

  
ALTERNATIVELY: We could fly out on Monday or Tuesday 12 or 13th and spend 
the following weekend in Prague or Vienna on the way home.    

http://www.dolnioblastvitkovice.cz/default/index/index/lang/en/site/56
http://www.dolnioblastvitkovice.cz/default/index/index/lang/en/site/56
http://www.dul-michal.cz/history/
http://www.dul-michal.cz/history/

